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Cut off and related Information 

General Category 
1. Overall cut off is 120.
2. Individual cut off in subjective is 6.
3. Individual cut off in objective is 90

EWS Category 
1. Overall cut off is 90.
2. Individual cut off in subjective is 5.
3. Individual cut off in objective is 80.

SC ST Category 
1. Over all cut off 84
2. Individual cut off in subjective is 5
3. Individual cut off in objective is 60

*2 PH candidates have been selected out of 4 applicants. Here only subjective cut off was considered 
which is 3 marks.

Normalisation for Objective Section.
 Some of the SC ST candidates appeared the exam on 25th may and the rest on 5th June. The 

difficulty level of question was not same. So, it was decided that a normalisation factor will be 
applicable to the scores to create a level playing field and to make the selection unbiased. The 
normalisation factor was 1.52. For example, a candidate named Vishal Gaurav secured 152 in May 
25th exam, his score was normalised to 99.48. There was no normalisation for subjective questions as 
difficulty level was more or less same. 

     Likewise, 4 candidates appeared repeat test. Their scores were normalised to put them at par 
with candidates who appeared the test on June 5th 11 AM. The normalisation factor was 1.15. e.g 
Ananya Mohanty, a candidate who appeared the retest got 108 but was her score was normalised to 
93.5. 

Normalisation factor was reached at after applying deep Statistical analysis. 

General Rules followed 
1. Whoever could not qualify individual or over all cut off was rejected.
2. Whoever was found to plagiarize or copy paste for subjective answers was summarily

rejected.
3. Subjective marks were given double credit. This was followed as we believe your answer

writing ability is vital in you getting through the civil service exam.
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4. You can get your subjective score on demand. It will not be released. You can get your score
only if you would have cleared the objective cut off since we did not check subjective copy of 
those students who failed to clear objective cut off. the scores that was released through 
Google form is only your objective score.

General information 
       Those among you who could not qualify the screening test, do not loose heart. Mentors will 
always be with you. You are advised to write answer on Utkal Pragati forum. There you can develop 
your answer writing ability. Some of you are writing irrelevant mails to our official mail ID out of 
your frustration, we keep a track of that. We advise you to refrain from that in your best interest. It 
is not going to help you. However, do not hesitate to make us know about your genuine problem. 
We wish we could teach all of you but that is not possible due to resource constraints. 

All the best  

Team Utkal Pragati.
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